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This was a speech of some importance, on a
significant occasionjand. contains an interesting
exposition of Nasser's views. I therefore
suggest that the telegram should be printed
for the volume. I have prepared, a copy
accordingly.

2. The following points etrike me as being
of particular importance!**

Para. 2

(Outward Action)

(Action
ed)

(Main Indexed)

Ci U .

role as "a base for the political and
social liberation of the whole Arab
world" v/ill certainly have been unwelcome
to such rulers as King Saud and the
Amir of Kuwait.

Para. 8

This, I think, is the first time that
Nasser has said in so many words that ne
is opposed to the investment of foreign
capital in .Egypt, although his recent
measures of nationalisation and
sequestration have certainly implied
thlc •n-etty clear1-". T.'ost foreign
observers will, I think, agree that
this attitude is not in !;he best
interests of the U.A..R., whicn is in
great need of foreign capital.

Para. 10

Here Nasser alleges that reactionary elements
in Egypt have looked to Britain for
help. The reference to "false broadcasts
from abroad1' may well be to a
clandestine anti-Nasser ftadio Station
in France, "hich is the subject of
separate pps. I.Iv.D. may be able to
identify the source of these broadcasts

J199 59237—5
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from the examples quoted by Nasser.
If it becomes clear that he was in
fact referring to the station I have
in mind we should, I think, tell
Paris about this.

Number of copies.

(D.A. Hamley)
December 8, 1961

S a s t e r n i y p t .
F.O.R.D. (Middle East)

Number of copies
of enclosures

tu. to

Tvn*^.
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By B

Pi-pm Sir Harold Beeley

No,. Jj22J3aving_.'
November 30

. Addressed'to foreign Off Ice having ̂ legram Fo.T22 of
Uovemuer 30 repeated for; information saving to.

Amman 5\-
Beirut 95 r i .
Damascus 1 1 b
Baghdad i-7
"iashington 126

Chancery letter 'Jo. 1014/61 of U
.Fasser end the National Congress.

The Preparatory Coradttee of the F-
-Popular Forces held, its opening Beting
a Ihdt introduction ty Anwar Sadat th

-

-, SO

21: President

1fter

^ rf.̂.
He spo.e witK great confidence.

2. After referring to Egypt 's "legacy of °PP«S^^was
• humiliation", President fasser assertea tW t.e ^- .

n o r o u s a
- complete that task within one -month

ha. to
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4. At first the road to so cial
clear: the need to je-distrute
extent with the political s
Tn 1952 the revolutionaries t
Were simply destroying a o

P "

not ^
e lmperialism.- .,1 ̂  < •' _ h

not thoifelic 01 rui ng Jorelgn

to create tme

or, «

ea o, using
political parties -abandoned.

s

their natural

ffi a a Carded the reactionaries
The ctionai . .

arms to protect the country . . . ion of

and Drench companies which baa heen ̂  ̂ tij^-^ ̂  r ln

, SlJSt?^f 1̂  Ld
I investment iaef ore; 1956.

or foreign

6. President Nasser then turned
which would continue so lonfe as in

class
,ince his .cnooi ^T^e^rdefeat'of the I
tSe1rench\he social revolution had hegun ' He U
this clearly at the Co-operative oon^erencen^^ ^ socia;, 1st
[Tuiversity in 1957, when he had urst rcier ^ ̂
co-operative democratic society, 1110 w^ J through

rt „ , ,? ^^-^^v.+ Tir-1-i + \T whTfin ¥raS tne CllVXiio j-av*, v.cj.^ „ "equality of opportunity ,/nicr «ab -^frou^r-which
socialism. He had formed crio i\abioudx . ,

• /he-
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he hoped that the class struggle would be resolved; but, the ,
reactionaries had Infiltrated into, the -National Union. They
had thought that the Revolution- -was '.mild arid had started to
make jokes about it. They had shouted socialist slogans,
content as long as social-ism did not go beyond words. _ They
had resorted to". bribery of Government officials to maintain .
their profits.

7 In 1960 he had felt that the revolutionary impetus had
come 'to a stop. The threat from the reactionary capitalists
vns inqfeasine, but it was difficult to act because of Syria
where circumstances were different from those in Egypt.
Some people asked for a definition of socialist co-operative
democracy. In 1952 he could not have defined it. Islam had^
not been built, nor the Koran revealed, in -a. day. The sociaj.
theories- of the revolution were developing through s-cuay
and experience. The studies were not always thorough ;or
acpuraiie, since the machinery of government was still im-

8 After speaking- of the importance of a revolution in edu-
cation and ideas - students at Egyptian universities, were
still studying obsolete theories of political economy -
President ixTasser reverted to the necessity of creating • _
equality of opportunity and. to the role of foreign capital in

'T-eypt "Between 1952 and 1961 the greater part oi the small
founts of foreign capital which had entered Egypt had been
invested in oil: most of it had been repatriated within live
year* It never contributed "to basic industries; its aim was
quick profits in light industry, .He was therefore against the
investment of foreign capital in ̂ .ypt. He did = not hoover
object to private capital provided that at was invesced in cnb-
country' s interest and not for exploitation. • .

9 Rocinlism - which was no longer a matter of controversy -
could not be achieved' through legislation alone. The people
must .enjoy complete' freedom and democracy;, and not une
democracy of the past; where wealth meant power, The people
were those who had fought imperialism and supported une
socialist structure of the state. . Those who aimea ax re-
storW tho capitalist regime which haa existed beioi fa I ,'.̂
were "enemies of the. people. These must be disarmed. He
hoped that this could be done peacefully but nothing. \ould
'be allowed ̂ to stand in the way. The people must be pro.ect.d
f,rdm subversion whether directed at home or from abroad -n-
would be full freedom, and democracy for the people; to there
be neither freedom nor democracy for tne enemiea^gi.

,10, Egyptians should not be afraid or him: he ^
want to create enemies, nor did he bear grudges against certain
passes. But the laws', for example on land rents, were being

/evaded
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evaded; and this would not ,do., There would always "be
conflicts., but- these could be settled where 'there was freedom
land democracy. He did not mean democracy of the ">estern type.
(This had been tried in Egypt; before 1952 and found wanting,,
It had simply perpe.tua.ted the corrupt rule of the feudalist
pashas - Cabinets could be changed if enough money were paid
through Ellas .Andraos. It was ~es sent inl for the 'social
revolution that the enemies of the, people should be isolated.
The coup d'etat in Syria had encouraged them to think Lhat
"the sdjne thidaj? -could happen in Egypt. 'hey had looked , to

hnd
i nlffirrL T' V,

n-'i]e
pr > an

occasion for the arrest of reactionaries such as the "P.adrawis
ancl the Seraguddins, who had Abused Lhe Revolution fro'n the
beginning.'•; Such people had listened to'false"broadcasts -
from abroad that the Navy, had revolted in Alexandria,, that
'22; officers led by General 'All Amer had, sent a "warning to '
Easser, that the .Army at frayid had mutinied, and that Nasser
had an aircraft near his home in readiness for flight. The
stories of arrests of officers were not true. Only four had
been arrested, for a reason.which would be revealed in.future.

'M . '/he reactionaries said that Syria had not suffered
fr6m feudalism/and-imperialism, but he himself had seen the
poverty in Syria. The Syrian reactionaries,, .who .had-suffered
from nationalisation,-had conspired with imperialist -stooges
such as King Hussein and smuggled Syrian currency- out of the
country, -But the Syrian people woufd not allow the reactionaries
to undo the agrarian reform and nationalisation measures.
The separatists had tried to persuade the Egyptians that they
were not Arabs. The Pharaohs had indeed'ruled in Egypt,.,
but the Egyptians had taken up Arab nationalism and would not
lose faith in it. King Hussein could rail against Arab
.Socialism for 20-yearsi The Arabs would not be deceived, and
I Hussein would pay for it one day. fie, Nasser, was not
trying to get Syria back into the ['LA.R,,., nor was he sending
irif?ltrator,s -through the Lebanon. The Syrian people 'could
safely be left to guard their-'own achievements.

12, The base for Arab liberation and Arab socialism must
be built in Egypt. The task: of the Committee was to prepare
the way., The liberation-Rally and-the National Union had not
been failures, but the Revolution had now moved into a, new
phase. " , ̂
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BRITISH EMBASSY,

CAIRO.

November 30, 1961.

CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Department, '#62

As you will have seen from our saving telegram
no.122, the Preparatory Committee of the National Congress
of Popular Forces opened on November 25 with a three-hour
address "by the President.

2« The debates began on the following day on the
basis of a presidential decree laying down the Committee's
rules of procedure. The main point in these was that the
Secretary-General, Anwar Sadat, should in effect control
the proceedings.

3» At the session of November 26 it was agreed that
the Committee should hold a general debate on the nature of
the popular forces to be represented in the Congress; how
this representation could be achieved through elections;• and
how many members the Congress should have. A sub-committee
will then submit a report, on the basis of this debate, for
subsequent discussion by the Committee. Further sub-committees
will be formed to study the representation of various branches
of the "popular forces" and a co-ordination Committee will
prepare a final report for action by the Preparatory Committee.

which
k» The general debate,'began after the procedural
points had been settled, turned on three main questions:-

(a) who constitutes the people?

(b) what is socialism?

(c) who are the enemies of the people
and how shall they be excluded
from the benefits of democratic
life?

One member defined popular forces as "the working people who
performed manual or mental work yielding production immediately
or for the future". Another said that to ensure the success of
socialism unions, syndicates and similar organisations should
playamore important role than they had done so far. The
Preparatory Committee should therefore consider the laws
governing these organisations with a view to making them
effective instruments in the implementation of socialism.

5. The most interesting episode of the first day's
debate was a piece of by-play between Fuad Galal (formerly Vice-
President of the Assembly) and Anwar Sadat. The occasion was
the speech of Khaled Mohammed Khaled, a former journalist on the
staff of "Al Ahram" and now a freelance, who called for the

/restoration.

North & East African Department,
FOREIGN OFFICE, S.W.lo

CONFIDENTIAL
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restoration of all freedomjfes without delay. He defined the <
enemies of the people as not only those with wealth and pre-
revolutionary political leanings, "but all those who stood in the
way of the people's aspirations and rights. Puad Galal retorted
that Khaled's views were " immature" and was immediately rebuked
"by the Chairman, Anwar Sadat, for having indulged in personal
criticism. Everybody had the right to speak frankly.

6. Alaraed by Khaled's remarks and by the general vigour and
freedom of the debate, the President has attended all succeeding
sessions of the Committee and spoken six times. In his first
intervention he disclaimed any intention of forming another
revolutionary council to govern the country. He recalled that he
had stressed the importance of buoadening the revolutionary leader-
ship and acknowledged that both a popular organisation and a
popular response to the revolution had hitherto been lacking.
Socialism he defined as the organisation of society in order to
provide sufficiency and justice: socialism opened the door to
democracy and freedom. But the people had enemies, and full
democracy should be exercised only by the people, so that the
revolution should not deviate from its objectives.

'• Nasser went on to repeat his dissatisfaction with the machinery
of government, which considered itself above the people. He was
confident that Vice-President Baghdad! would so shake up the
government machinery fop. that it was transformed into an instrument
to serve the interests of the people. Criticism of the bureaucracy
has been one of the stock themes of Nasser's recent utterances.

8. In the discussion that followed the Rector of Assiut University
defined socialism as "a partnership in ownership" and democracy
as a "partnership among citizens". One of the fellahin menders
expressed his gratitude to the Revolution for having brought him to
the Committee as a responsible citizen. To a woman member who
questioned whether the fellahin were adequately represented by the
co-operatives, and whether women were sufficiently represented on
the Committee, the President answered with an outline of the steps
envisagedtowards the final and complete representation of the people.
He admitted that the Preparatory Committee could not claim to
represent the people in the parliamentary sense. The next step was
to set up the National Congress for Popular Forces. This too would
not be fully representative because it would follow a purely vertical
system of representation. But in the final stage, the General
Congress of the National Union would be formed after general
elections throughout the U.A.R., and would thus be a true represent-
ation of the people.

9. In a further intervention Nasser commented that there had been
no real progress in the field of co-operatives: it would always be
difficult to organise agricultural workers. Surplus agricultural
labour was a great problem, and the Government had consequently been
unable to enforce the law fixing minimum wages. Industrialisation

/was...
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was the answer. Workers1 unions he understood; "but there must
"be no organisations of owners or employers - these would "be
reactionary "bodies.

10. The session of November 28 was devoted to an examination
of the means of isolating the enemies of the people. Nasser
explained that the Revolution had not resulted from a popular
organisation or an open struggle, and he again drew the familiar
distinction between the two stages of the Revolution - first the
evacuation of the British and secondly the establishment of
socialism. It was illogical to expect feudal landlords to lead
the drive for socialism: they should be isolated, not by
imprisonment, but by being removed from the leadership of the
country. The reactionaries had infiltrated into the National
Union at a time when it was the Government's policy to give the
whole people the chance to solve social contradictions peacefully
within a framework of national unity.

11. In an interesting contribution, Dr.Gaber Abdul Rahman,
Professor of International Law at Cairo university, said that
socialism should take a practical form by providing more medical
services, more schools, more electricity, and so on. Finally,
the Director-General of Productive Organisations defined those
who should be isolated from the people as persons who had coQ
operated with imperialism; those who had made exorbitant profits
from exploitation; and feudalists who still owned 3»000 feddans.
The fellahin were the centre of gravity of labour; but the
University students, who numbered about 100,000, should be
properly represented in political organisations and conferences.
More women should engage in public service.

12. The session of November 29 was almost entirely taken up with
another of Nasser's monologues: it is not surprising that he
'opposed a proposal to limit speeches to fifteen minutes. In a
repetitive discourse he implied that the issue must be fought
out with the disbelievers in socialism but reiterated his belief
in self-criticism. In an interesting passage he stressed that
clemency had been extended both to the Moslem Brotherhood and to
Marxists. He draw a distinction between adherents of Marxism, to
\which, as such, he was not opposed, and communists, who received
their instructions from foreign countries and were therefore guilty
of treason. The Egyptian communists received their orders from
Bulgaria. He also recalled as an instance of the merciful nature
of the Revolution his insistence that nobody should be debarred as
standing as candidate for the National Union - hence the election
of Dr.Ma'moun al Kuzbari in Syria. The Government refused to
achieve its ends by bloodshed. Freedom was assured to all except
those who took instructions from abroad.

13. Speculating on the form of democracy which would emerge in
the U.A.R., President Nasser discounted the Western party system,
which was founded on dictatorship of capital and produced "socialists"

1 like Guy Mollet. He also dismissed the example of Turkey, 7/here
the revolution had died with Ataturk. As for Jordan and Saudi
Arabia, their monarchs were simply serving the interests of
imperialism.

III-. The next meeting of the Preparatory Committee will be held
on December 3.
15. We are sending copies of this letter to Amman, Baghdad, Beirut
Damascus and Washington.

Yours ever,
CHANCERY.
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Including quotations:

y ' other: The battle taking place between the Contractors Association
!?Se •( a I workers in the Fort of Aden has great significance for the people

' . battle is actually another aspect of the battle imperialism has been
..t,uinst the people for over 100 years. This battle is continuing and is

..';•»••!; ..;•.;; daily victories for our Arab people. "*

"The establishnents which benefit from the services of the people of Aden
are directly subject either to the British authority or to monopolistic capitalist
companies which are financed and managed by imperialism or which are pro-imperialist
and supported by imperialism. The national element is therefore the foreign body in
all these machineries while it constitutes the working power which operates them."
This national element is subject to the unjust employers and the tyranny of the direct-
ors who threaten it and want it to accept the minimum or to go and seek some other
work. Thus capitalist greed has joined with imperialist despotism against the
nationalist people working in these establishments.

Those responsible have adopted the same methods used by Imperialism against
the country. They were sometimes to come to an agreement with the nationalist elements.
These agreements were exactly like those imposed by the imperialists on the sultans.
"The present dispute between the port workers and the Contractors Association goes
back to the agreement which was imposed on them in 1956 following a strike they staged
in March of that year. The conditions of the agreement were ridiculous and did not
meet the demands of the workers. But the workers were forced to accept the agreement
owing to circumstances which could not be avoided at the time/' The workers continued
to demand amendment of the agreement, but the Contractors Association persisted in
refusing and repeatedly attempted to divide the workers.

The Port Workers Union repeated its demand to change the unjust agreement
believing that the change would give them conditions which are more just and under
which the workers would feel an improvement in their conditions and thus enable them
to work better. But the contractors rejected this just claim despite the fact that
most of the trade unions have changed their agreements and concluded new ones.

"When- the means of peaceful understanding proved futile, the workers resorted
to strike, Instead of taking a realistic view of the matters and trying to remedy
the actual disease, the Association resorted to meagre decisions which provide some
solutions and Ignore the basic problem. Even these decisions with their weakness
carry in them the factors of their ineffectiveness and uselessness since they have
paralysed the executive element and, as regards the most important provisions of these
decisions, made them effective in six months' time."

The Arab workers in Aden realise that the authorities support the Company and
that the Government is threatening to take arbitrary action against them. But the
workers believe in their right and will work in solidarity to achieve it. They will
prove to everybody that their right will not be lost so long as there are people to

The Situation in Egypt

(a) Amman home service 12.00 GMT 25.10.61

Text of report:

The Arab Egyptian people's wrath against their rulers' tyranny has become
inevitable. The people expect the Egyptian Army at any moment to carry out a glorious
uprising similar to that carried out by the Syrian Army to get rid of the tyrant Nasir's
regime. The dictatorship in Egypt is no different from that which existed In Syria.
Syria was able to rid itself of its nightmare once and for all. To confirm the Egyptian
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Arab people's expectations that their tyrannical rulers will be swooned Pn> the Beirut
1Al-Jarldah1 today says that an Arab personality, recently arrived from ds^fo> *3as

confirmed that a tense atmosphere covers all Egypt and that the Egyptian p«v.?io sro

awaiting relief and an uprising by the Army. The Lebanese paper adds that aj
;LV!'•'=]''J

in Beirut from Cairo confirm that Abd an-Naslr has Issued an order through P-M $kd
al-Hakim Amir confining all officers and soldiers to barracks, thus preventing th^ir

movement from one place to another, and also forbidding the refuelling of aircraft.'
f

(b) Amman home service 19.00 GMT 25,10.Si

Excerpts of commentary:

Orders are constantly being Issued from the Qubbah Palace in Cairo. The
Army is confined to barracks - no movement and no transport. Aircraft are at a
standstill on the airfields - no flights and no fuel - and the armouries are closed...
Tanks surround the houses of Abd an-Naslr and the ruling clique, and a number of
units are holding positions in sensitive areas. Despite all this, fear prevails in
Cairo because experience has shown that a small group of Qatanah camp officers crushed
a long and broad era which was mourned by world newspapers in New York and elsewhere.

Fear prevails in Cairo - according to the Lebanese newspaper 'Al-Jarldah',
not us - and the citizens in Egypt are awaiting relief and an uprising by the Army...

What has happened in Syria will happen In Egypt. it is the same regime and
the same people. This is not a mere deduction, as some might imagine; it is a fact

° which proclaims itself. If there is anybody who thinks that Abd an-Naslr and his
regime have achieved in Egypt more than they have achieved In Syria, he is most
certainly mistaken...

Returning to the subject of the situation in Egypt, we say that the
intensified precautions taken with the Egyptian Army at the moment are correct as far
as the present regime is concerned. The Army Is now the only hope of the Egyptian
people as long as the regime is imposed by force and there is no parliament, no
political or individual liberty, and no constitution to define the responsibilities
and balance in the powers of the authorities. A regime imposed by force can only be
dealt with by force. Such force is that possessed solely by the Army. Herein lies
the fear which Is now gripping the rulers in Egypt...

Abd an-Naslr will fight with the most dangerous weapon to preserve his rule.
What more dangerous weapon is there than the stirring up of rancour among the people
and the turning of one class against another... The plan begins by Inciting a
vengeful feeling In the simple peasants and workers so that they will leave their land
and factories and go to the city to be armed and fed by the regime with efforts less
than those they used to exert in field and factory.

This makes certain political commentators in the Arab homeland say that Abd'
an-Naslr has shifted from Titolsm - to Castroism... To those who link Abd an-Naslr's
actions with Castroism we say that the danger to Castro's regime comes from outside

A Cuba rather than inside, while the danger to Abd an-Nasir's regime is from the inside...
|\ What we mean is that the fear of those ruling in Egypt will Increase. Whenever fear

, 1 intensifies, mistakes increase and popular wrath becomes more enraged. Abd an-Naslr
will on^day have to face the Army.

o
The Soviet Nuclear Test of 23rd October

Editorial report (station references below):

Baghdad radio quoted the following headlines in its press reylew of 25th
October (06.00 GMT): "Worldwide protest at recent Soviet explosion"; "Soviet spokesman
says recent Soviet bomb is clean and free from radioactive radiation".
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British Embass

Cairo

RCCi-.VLD

(10337/61) Novetaber 28, 1961.

Dear Department,

For convenience of reference we are enclosing
a copy of each of the two documents which concern/
the status of the French Property Commission in /Cairo,
and which were referred to in Cairo telegram No. 1133
of November 28. These are (i) the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs' Note of April 23, 1959, to the Swiss Embassy,,
which sets out the terms on which the British and
French Property Commissions would operate, and (ii)
Law No. 216 of 1959 which is meant to give effect
in Egyptian municipal law to the terms of the Note.

2. When the law was published we studied it carefully
here, and Crowe wrote to Reith about it on October 12,
1959 (Cairo's reference was 1921/59). One of the
points to khich attention was drawn in that letter
was the limitation on the immunity from legal procedure:
see paragraph 4 of that letter. Crowe suggested that
we should, through the Swiss, put on record with the
Ministry for Foreign Affairs that in this respect
Law No. 216 conferred less than the terms of the U.A.R.
Note had led us to expect. In view of the impending
change in the status of the then Property Commission,
it was, however, decided not to take the matter up
(see Foreign Office telegram No. 433 to Cairo of October
27, 1959. and Crowe's letter 1921/59 of November 5,
to Beith).

Yours ever,

Chancery

North and East African Department,
Foreign Office,

London, S.W.I.

RESTRICTED



PRESIDENT'S DECISION

Law No. 816 of 1969

Regarding the privlieges and Immunities of the
British Property Commission and the

French Good Offices Mission in Egypt.

Article 1. The premises occupied by the British
Property Commission in the Egyptian Region which is
charged with the execution of the Financial Agreement
between the U.A.R. and the U.K., signed on the 38th
February 1959, as well as their archives and all the
documents they own or possess shall be free and immune
from all legal processes on a basis of reciprocity.

Article 2. The Head and Members of the Mission
shall be granted for the duration of their service, the
following immunities and privileges on a basis of
reciproeity:-

1. legal immunity for all their actions in their
official capacity.

2. exemption from taxation on salaries, wages and
remuneration which they receive from their
government,

3. exemption from Import Duty, Export Duty, Quarantine
Duty, Additional Duty, Quay Duty and Municipal dues
for the importation of their luggage and furniture
on "premiere installation", including one car for
each ozie of them under the suspense arrangement,

4. exemption from the formalities governing the
residence of foreigners. The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs will grant the Head and each of the Members
of the Mission a non-diplomatic identity card.

Article 3. The provisions of Articles 1 and 2 shall
also apply to the French Good Offices Mission.

Article 4. This Law shall be published in the
Official Gazette and shall come into force on the date
of its publication.

Published in the Official Gazette No. 198 Bis dated
16th September, 1959.



The Ministry of Foreign Affairs present their
compliments to the Embassy of Switzerland (in charge of
British and French interests in the U.A.R.) and with
reference to its Note dated March 23, 1959, concerning
the request to appoint a representative of U.K. Government
for the questions relating to the implementation of the
agreement signed in Cairo on February 28, 1959, between the
Governments of the U.A.R. and Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, have the honour to inform that while maintaining
the principle of reciprocity it is decided that:

1 - The Government of the U.A.R. have no
objection to receive in Cairo a British Mission whose
function would be limited to questions relating to the
implementation of the financial agreement signed with
Great Britain on February 28, 1959.

It will be called the "Commission of the
British property in the Egypt Region".

2 - The designation is approved of Mr. Colin
Tradescant Crowe as head of that Commission in his
capacity as Representative of the Government of U.K. in
questions-relating to the implementation of the mentioned
agreement.

3 - Members of that Commission should be
limited to four in addition to its head.

4.- The Commission could appoint a limited
number of Secretaries not exceeding five. However it
could appoint five more Secretaries from among the
British Citizens residing in U.A.R. after the approval
of the competent authorities of U.A.R.

5 - The head of the Commission as well as its
members would be accorded the following exemptions and
facilities:

a) Immunities against legal procedures

b) Exemption from customs in application of
the stipulation of paragraph 3 Article 9 of Law No. 507/1955.

c) Exemption of the salaries received by them
from their Government from the taxes on profit mentioned in
the law No. 14/1939 and consequently exempted from the gen-
eral tax on revenue mentioned in the law No. 99/1949.

d) Exemption from residence regulation prescribed
by the law No. 74/1952 in accordance with Article 19 para-
graph 6 of this law.

A non diplomatic identification card will be issued to
them by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

6 - The Government of the U.A.R. agree to accord the
exemptions and facilities mentioned in No. 5 above to the
French /
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French Commission of good offices.

7 - The presence of thesd two commissions in the
Egyptian Region shall be temporary and would be limited to
the termination of their missions.

8 - The Embassy of Switzerland shall remain to
be the protecting power in charge of British and French
interests in U.A.R. and will stay to be the mean of
communication between the two commissions and the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.

9 - In application of the principle of reciprocity,
the Government of the U.A.R. reserve their rights to send to
each of France and Great Britain a mission which would receive
in both countries the same treatment and be accorded the same
exemptions and facilities.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs avail themselves
of this opportunity to renew &c.

Cairo,

April 23, 1959.
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telegram No.718 of December 6

H i •* A.A. i>«V«

Arrested French Diplomats

The French foreign Minister is reported in the Press as having
made three points in reply to questions during yesterday's debate
in the Senate.

(1) the Egyptian Government has tip to now taken no steps
to assure the defence of the accused mm* The French
Go* ennent had requested visas on December 2 for French
lawyers to go to Cairo for this porpes* and these haft
not vet been granted. If a trial was to begia OB
December 9 it was clear that it was quite impossible
for any proper defence to have been efpffiiMd and the
appearances of legality would have been openly violated
in a hitherto unprecedented form;

(II) the French Government had proposed to the Egyptian
Goreraaent on December 3 through the channel of the Swiss
that the dispute should he taken before some impartial
international organ and that for this purpose a ooooeiliatioh
commission or an arbitral tribunal should be constituted.
If this was not satisfactory to the Egyptians the matter
should be put before the International Court of Justice;

(111) this sort of incident was becoming all. tee coaaoa in
receat years; examples were * the treatment of United
Slates diplomats in Cuba and in the burning of the Belgian
Embassy in Cairo. There was BO ether remedy to this

/state
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statc of affairs than fim reaction fey the whole
tody of cirLlized State*, systematic confirftatioa
of their solidarity, and closely co-ordinated action.

;, at any rate, was the position and policy of

Foreign Office please pass Saving to Washington No.515,

[Hepeated as requested].
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Repeated fer imfeimatiem to:-
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Washimgtom

Am iniiotmcnt was issue* last might agaimst the f*llawim«
arreitei. It the Frenob w8pgrN •ase:

(1) Mattel.

>/' (4)

(6)

(7)

(at present im Franae).

(maturalizei. ^urptiam* Former j

Fatrc (Preach lawyer).

list).

HtmA lasallem (Igyptiam former French
interpreter, mew employei §y the Canaiiam
Sfcaimjr).

i/ (9) Papâ epeules (maturalizei Egyptiam, journalist).

y (10) Mil Aniroas (former Aatas&aAer te France).

/ (11) Mil Saoet (Egyptian, pualisher).

^ (12) llomammei Atiul Megii (Sgyptiam, official at
the HimiBtry ef Culture).

2. fhe first fire Asfeniamts are durgei wltm: takimg
part im a oemspiraey te nomtaot a foreigm eeumtigr im orier te
jeopariise the Military, political ami eoomomic aituatiom ef
Hie UJt.R.; offerimg maney te ethers fer this purpose ami
agitatimg for the sasrersion ef the regime; umiertakimg
imtelligenoe ami suiTersiom is acoori&noe with the policy of the
French aorernment te upset the U.A.R. Oorerament, erne methoi

/eaTisagei
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enT*,aagei leimg the assassimatiem of the President, ill this
they did while im the capacity *f members ®f the French
Preperty CamidssieB, im executiem ©f imstructiems frem the
French

3> ffeer© are four apeeifio heats:

(i) eomtaotimg a foreign, country aat forwariimg
•iiitatir. f®litioal, ant ec«a®mio reparts Aamagimg
t* the 13.AJI, t* the French F®reiga Ministry.
"Thtn oriae t®»k place 4orimg time ©f war";

(ii) payimg tefentamts (6) t® (8) te collect sucfe
. iaf ormatiom;

(iii) tfeily ineitimg petfle te everthrew the
tJ»A*K. regime, liy preparimg leaflets

thriigh the f©urth AefenHant which,
a»Qng other things, aescrî et the regime as
iictatorial;

(If) assi&timg the French 0®vemment te
its propagajaia agaimst the U.A.R. r*gi»e with a
flew t® accomplishing its oTerthroir.

lafeniamts (6), (7) ami (8) are charged with:

(1) preriiimg iefenaamts (1), (2) ami (5) with
political ami eeememio imfermatiem ef a
detrimental character aleut U.A.K. im the interests
«f

(ii)(a) supplying political imfermatlem afeeut the
H.A*1. im retUTB. for momthly payments (defendants
(6) (3). Accepting fees im respect ef legal cases
connected with the work ©f the cemmissien

7).

(t) ortmimal eemplioity im the ef fence ef
c«M3sunioa.ting with a fereigm Fewer »y preiridimg
it with iafermatiem ietrimemtal te the U.A.R.
im retxira fer memey (all three).

5* lefendaats (9) te (II) are charged with
with persoms wefidmg fer the interests ef a fereigm eeumtry %y
supplyimg defendants (1), (2), (6) ami (7) with harmful political
ami eoomomic information aiaut the U.A.R., im awareness ef what
they were i®img»

/€.
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6. Befeadamt (12) is charged with accepting a fcritee
the French compamy "Phillips" im eommexiom with the

latter's "Som et Î adere" eomtraet at the Pyramids,
solicitimg another fori»et amd ©Staining persomal profit
through am agreement with a French television organizatiom
tt produce films for the limistry ©f Culture.

7* Befendamte (1), (2), (5) amd (7) are charged with
transferrimg currcnoy abraad »y illegal HCABS. SefenAajits
(1), (2) a»t (5) are alleged t® have accepted £E13,000 fro»
defemdamt (7) *»* further sums frem other French citizens)
and' crediting them with equivalent sums im Paris.

8. Hie intictment refers the accused for trial to the
Supreme State Security Court» in accordance with yarious
proYisiwis of the Penal Code and decrees estaolishimg a state
of emergency,

9. Attacked t© the indictment is a list ®f five
witmessea aid a summary of their testimoay. Witness mo. 1 is
Izzatf the Sequestrator-Gemeralt wh@ giT«s formal testimomy
about the sequestration functions of the Commissiom. The
reaai»ing four all relate to the charge agaimst defendant
No. (12). The testimony recounts various examples of
suspicious hehariour on his partf ameng them the oteservatioa
that he was meticulous in executing the previsions of the
Phillips' contact, especially im connexion with the company's
request fer payment of the first instalment of their costs
lief ere the inauguration of the project.

10. The two women arrested have leem released amd,
according to the Press, will ie expelled from the coumtry.
X understand that Hagazi, the leputy Sequestrator-General
of French Property, has also teen released.

foreign Office please pass Sawimg to 0.K. lei. N.A.T.O.,
Wasliimgtom, $tsm» lose and Berne as my telegrams Nos. 5i, 132,
3 amd 5 respectively.

[Repeated as requested].

888 S3
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U.A.R.: Arrest of French Officialar

The French have shown a tendency to want to publicise
the efforts they are making to persuade other countries
to make representations to the U.A.R. Government. They
may try to do this in connection with the French Ambassador's
call on the Lord Privy Seal today. We do not think
publicity is useful, either in our relations with the
U.A.R. or for the prisoners themselves. Any impression
that we are getting together with the French to put
pressure on the U.A.R. is likely to stiffen the latter's
attitude.

2. I suggest that the Lord Privy Seal should raise the
question of the line to be taken with the press when he
sees M. Chauvel and suggest that in response to any
enquiries about the purpose of the Ambassador's call,
the Foreign Office and the French Embassy should limit
themselves to the line that the question of the French
officials was amongst the subjects discussed.

3. In the last resort we cannot prevent the French
Embassy saying what they like to the press, but it would
be as well if they did not give the impression that the
case of the French officials was the main or only purpose
of the Ambassador,'s call. And we shea Id be prepared to
discourage theme^rongly from giving the impression that
they asked H.M.tt. to take action with the U.A.H. Government.

(P. A. g. Blaker)
December 5» 1961

Copy to:News Department

CONFIDENTIAL
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COHPIDEHTIAL

U.A.R.: Arrest of French Officials

The Lord Privy Seal might make the following
points, as appropriate, to the French Ambassador :

(a) Sir R. Stevens expressed our concern to
the TJ.A.R. Ambassador last week, saying
he was speaking with the authority of the
Secretary of State*

(b) We are urgently considering M. Chauvel's
representations to Sir P. Hoyer Millar,
with particular reference to the question
of immunity.

(c) If M. Chauvel makes other suggest ions, h^
could say that we shodldrconsiaer tnemy but
he could be discouraging about any suggestion
of economic pressure on the grounds that
this would be likeiy to do more harm than
good.

(P. A. R. Blaker)
•December 5. 1961

Copy to: News lepartment,

COHPIDBHTIAL
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THE ARREST OF FRENCH OFFICIALS IN CAIRO

The French asked us on November 27 to draw the attention

of the U.A.R. Government to the consequences which the recent

arrests of certain members of the French Property Commission

in Cairo might have in the U.A.R. *s relations with the West.

The text of the French Note to us is contained in Foreign Office

Flag A telegram No. 511 Saving to Cairo; that of the Note they have
ouv/Ezas.
Flag B sent to the TJ.A.R. authorities in telegram 512 Saving.

r

2. The French represented to us again today that early action

should be taken at the highest possible level with a view

Flag C to supporting the French protest to the U.A.R. Government*

^̂ l̂ *̂ *They asked for action to be taken in Cairo but have told us

that they would be equally well served by action in London.

They have also told us that both the United States and Netherlands

Ambassadors in Cairo are prepared to take part in any

representation made there in support of the French. We know

however that the State Department's instructions to the U.S.

Ambassador in Cairo are that he should not take the lead in

any representations which, if he should make them, should be in a

minor key* The Americans here will be recommending that

action should be taken in Washington rather than in Cairo*

Flag B 3* We asked H.M. Ambassador in Cairo for views on the French
V<ArMft>r
Flag te approach to us* In paragraph k of his telegram No. 1133,

€t i€>IV>j23̂ i;p Ĥ  Beeley said that he thought it would be useless for him

or any of his colleagues, other than the Swiss, to make

representations in Cairo. The only way he and his colleagues

could see of helping the French was for informal representations

to be made at a very high level in a number of capitals on the

general grounds that behaviour of this kind.is incompatible

with a desire for good relations with the Western world. Thus

both the French and Sir H. Beelsy have suggested to us

representations on the same lines.
CONFIDENTIAL

A.
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lu We were faced with the same sort of situation when

the Belgian Sribassy in Cairo was attacked and "burnt "by an

Egyptian mob earlier this year. On that occasion, Sir R.

Stevens spoke to the U.A.R. Ambassador, basing his remarks Flag F
CB 1903/7

upon the principle of inviolability of diplomatic

premises. The circumstances of the present case are however

somewhat different in that it is personal immunity that is

involved, and it would be difficult for us to establish

without a good deal of research the precise nature of the immunity

to which these officials may be entitled. The Legal Adviser

has been consulted on this point, and agrees, and this aspect

of the matter is primarily one for the French themselves to handle.

Whatever the immunity position may be, this is outrageous

behaviour towards officials of a foreign government.

5. Sir R. Stevens is summoning the D.A.S. Ambassador at

14.30 p.m. on November 30. I reeomaend that Sir R. stevens

should speak to the Ambassador on the lines suggested by

Sir H. Beeley, and that we subsequently tell the French what

action we have taken. It would be useful if Sir R. Stevens could

say that he is speaking with the Secretary of̂  Stated authority.

^Central Department) and Mr. Burrows, the Assistant Legal Adviser

concerned, agree./ A copy of this submission is being sent to

the Permanent Under-Secretary's office, since Sir F. Hoyer Millar

is seeing the French Ambassador about this on Friday.

Copy
Lord Privy Seal)
Lord Lansdowne
Mr. Thomas
Sir F. "Hoyer Millar
Mr. Burrows*

(J.Q. S. Beith)
November 29, 1961.

.CONFIDENTIAL
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CAIRO

Paris i UKOSL NATO

PARIS

UKDEL NATO

Your telegram Ho* 1133 £?t Koveober 28:

Arrest of French Officials In CalrjoJ*

Counsellor of French 2mbassy called again

on the Departoient this morning and represented

to us, orally, that early action should be

taken at the highest possible level *ith a

view to supporting the French protest to the

UA2 Oovernment. He Bhoned us telegraioe

coaroying tha Information that both the U.S.

and Netb&rlande Aaafoassadore in Cairo were

prepared to take part in any representations

made there in support of the French*

2 it, Dopuy explained that French feeling

on this question was very strong; they might

take reprisals and they might take tike zaatter

to the security Council, bat their first

consideration was for the veil being of the

officials who had been arrested and they did

not yet therefore yet wish to reach the "point

of no return*.

3. Be vas tcld that we were still considering

what action we could usefully take and aajced
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.1 |r the French Government for their part

felt that action should be taken in Cairo
i , In,,

_ „„ , , sosaonlng the 0*A»S*

Asfcassador. M. Dupay said that Hie instructions

were to press for action in Cairo b«t he

thought that representations made to the UAH

Ambassador would fully meet French
Id K**«un<_

the main consideration *as lu take nhatever

<te»ium ^uulfl iift UIMS% effective>u^-

^r^L %


